Pre A1 Starters

1 Write the things that Leon likes doing under the correct body word.

- kicking a football.
- listening to music.
- watching beautiful birds.
- catching and throwing balls.

With his **ears**, Leon likes

With his **hands**, Leon loves

With his **eyes**, Leon can

With his **feet**, Leon enjoys
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Look at the picture. Read and write yes or no.

Examples  The brown dog is sleeping.  yes

The white cat is sleeping.  no

1. Some of the books are on the floor.  

2. There are three fish swimming in the water.  

3. The children are singing songs.  

4. The man’s hands are on the keyboard.  

5. The woman is reading an e-book on her tablet  
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3 Write, then say your answers to Leon’s questions.

1. Are you at home or at school? __________
2. How many people are in the room? ____________________________
3. What are people doing? ____________________________
4. What are people wearing? ____________________________
5. What’s on the floor? ____________________________
6. What things are on the walls? ____________________________
1. With his ears, Leon likes **listening to music.**
2. With his hands, Leon loves **catching and throwing balls.**
3. With his eyes, Leon can **watch beautiful birds.**
4. With his feet, Leon enjoys **kicking a football.**

2. 1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. no
5. no

3. Suggestions only – student’s own answers
1. at school
2. 25
3. reading/writing/speaking
4. jeans/trousers/shirts/dresses
5. school bags/feet/chair and desk legs
6. paintings/stickers/pictures